
Moving Through Space With Intention 
The Chocolate Pudding Activity:  

Walk from one side of the room to the other at 
normal speed. After, ask people if they can identify 
things from their surroundings to emphasize the 
importance of awareness. Then walk back but 
pretend the room is full of chocolate pudding.  
Things to Consider:  
- How does it affect your movement?  
- Do you need to get more of your body involved? 
- Is it a struggle or is it relatively smooth? 
Get to the other side and discuss how this was 
different from the first trip. Emphasize the 
difference in speed and how it affects your 
environmental awareness. On the last trip, 
pretend everyone has a serving bowl and as they 
go they must pull out silverware stuck in the 
chocolate pudding and bring it with them.  
Things to Consider: 
- How much time do you spend with each utensil? 
- How stuck are the utensils? 
- Where in the pudding are the utensils stuck? 
At the other side, discuss one final time. Compare 
the utensils to members of the community we 
must engage as mobile song leaders. Think about 
how we move about our space with intention. 

Characteristics of a good songleader 
Draw an outline of a person on butcher paper and 
have group members draw characteristics they 
think good song leaders have (eg: a brain for 
knowledge or a heart for passion) onto the outline. 
Alternatively, whip out the body paints and draw 
on each other!

Importance of Preparation 
On The Spot Activity: 

Have a group stand in the middle and give them 
an assignment with multiple interpretations (i.e. 
‘lead us in hinei mah tov' or ‘sing a Debbie 
Friedman song’). Count to five and have them 
start immediately. After they go, discuss what was 
challenging and what would have helped. 
Afterwards, give each group the same 
assignment they originally had, but give each team 
five minutes to prepare. Discuss the difference 
between the two moments, emphasizing why it’s 
important to prepare.  
Note: It is nice to participate in this activity 
yourself, so others don’t think you are setting 
them up for failure maliciously, but gain an 
understanding that this is a skill building exercise 
for everyone!

creating an engaging environment 
Mirrors Activity: 

Have group members sit in pairs and mirror each 
other. Then have them sing songs staring directly 
at each other, emphasizing the importance of eye 
contact and looking at someone while leading 
instead of over them. 

BRINGING SONGLEADING TO LIFE

relating music and text 
Jew Haiku: 

Have group members set Haiku’s to music. Have 
them think intentionally about the relationship 
between music and text. How does this play into 
our T’filah melodies and liturgy choices? What 
about our Jewish song writing?

importance of knowing your hebrew words 
Slang of the Day: 

Have a Hebrew word of the day, and make those 
words relevant to Jewish music and prayer! Keep 
a running dictionary of the terms you use for 
reference. 
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Communication 
Telephone: 

Telephone is a great game that stresses the 
importance of communication between song 
leaders. Get in a circle and have one person 
whisper a phrase into their neighbor’s ear. Pass 
that phrase along and see how it has changed by 
the end!  

Indian Chief is a great game to stress the 
importance of non-verbal communication. Choose 
one group member as the chief and they will start 
movements that everybody follows. One group 
member will stand in the middle and try to figure 
out who the chief is by locating who is starting the 
movements. 

planning a song session 
The 5 M’s Program: 

Introduce your group to the 5 M’s: 
- Memory: easy to learn, everyone knows 
- Meeting: when people come together 
- Meditation: spiritual, reflective 
- Majesty: when singing becomes majestic 
- Mosh Pit: music of celebration 
Play examples of each and emphasize that a 
complete song session should have all five M’s. 
Categorize some songs everyone in the group 
knows, and then encourage everyone to craft a 
7-10 song song session based on a theme. If 
time, play through the song sessions! 

how to teach a song 
God Song Activity: 

Show the Youtube Video ‘How To/Not to Teach a 
Song’ and discuss what went wrong. Alternatively, 
teach a song poorly for example and discuss what 
was challenging for the group. Then go over the 
best methods for teaching a song successfully.  

projection and volume 
Eduardian Method: 

Ask group members to recite a short speech or 
monologue, using their entire bodies to 
accentuate the words coming from their mouths. 
The idea is excessive range of motion to elevate 
volume and annunciation of speech. Then have 
them recite the same speech standing still, but 
envisioning their movements in their minds. Try it 
with a song next! The goal is energized volume 
and projection. 

how else can you 
bring songleading 

to life?
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Intro to keva/kavana 
T’filah Order Activity: 

Discuss the meaning of the terms Keva & Kavana. 
Cut up slips of paper that have the name of each 
prayer in our service and a 1-2 sentence 
description of that prayer. Ask people to 
rearrange the prayers into an order that is 
meaningful for them (altering the Keva to explore 
the Kavana, while gaining a deeper understanding 
of the liturgy).  
Things to Consider:  
- What prayers would you group together? 
- What prayers would you put where and why? 
- Are there any prayers you would omit?  

Invite groups to share. 
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